
Genius 2111 

Chapter 2111 Defeating The Deer King! 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold as he locked onto the two kings before him. 

The deer King was a symbol of cruelty while the Eagle King was a symbol of coldness. One was fierce and 

the other was sinister. Facing these two was ye Chen's greatest test. 

The profound immortal was a super powerful immortal whose law had reached the second stage. They 

could directly comprehend the way of heaven and earth and develop their own luck, which was 

incomparable to individual Immortals. This was also the reason why the two kings were so confident. 

The law of individual Immortals had no effect on profound Immortals. 

However, what kind of person was ye chen? he had the ancient God Body, the source of darkness, and 

the Demon's Eye. He had already surpassed the restrictions of the Three Realms 'rules. His strength, to a 

large extent, originated from heaven and earth, from the heavenly Dao. 

"Blood deer's horn!" 

The deer King's eyes were bloodshot. His hatred for ye chen could be described as monstrous! 

"Slash!" 

The blood deer's horn was the deer King's personal divine weapon. It was a strange long saber in the 

form of a Deer Horn. It slashed at ye chen and a blood-colored flame appeared between heaven and 

earth. Heavenly Fire descended. 

"Swish!" 

At this moment, the ancient God's shadow appeared behind ye chen. He raised his arms high and caught 

the White blade with his bare hands, blocking the blood deer's horn. 

"Ah?" 

The deer King was shocked. He had used the law of Xuan immortal to enhance the horn of the blood 

deer. With the combination of the top-tier divine weapon and the law of Xuan immortal, even a peak 

true immortal would die, let alone a mere itinerant immortal. 

However, the other party did not move at all. He only used his own Dharma to block his killing blow. 

How strong was this person? 

It was not just the deer King. Even the Eagle King was shocked. The Dharma power that ye chen had just 

used was extremely mysterious. He had never seen such a solemn and ancient Dharma power. 

"Who on earth is this person? even a super genius itinerant immortal can't have such a Dharma power. 

This Dharma power is a body-refining Dharma power, but it can actually perfectly resist the laws of 

Mystic Immortals. Unbelievable!" 

The Eagle King's sinister eyes locked onto ye chen coldly. However, he could not see any flaws in ye 

Chen's body. He did not even have the slightest expression. The person before him was like the master 

of the world. He seemed to be so cold, so heartless, and so uncaring about everything. 
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This was the might of the celestial Emperor, dignified and Supreme. This was the power of an ancient 

God, encompassing all things! 

"Kill!" 

The deer King was furious that ye chen had easily blocked his one-hit kill. He completely activated his 

abstruse immortal power and did not hold back at all. 

"Deer King!" 

The Eagle King wanted to remind him, but it was no use. The deer King had already made his move. This 

time, he wanted to completely crush his opponent. This was his strongest obsession. 

"Ha!" 

Celestial Emperor Wen let out a cold sigh, and the ancient God Dharma form opened its eyes slightly. 

Instantly, two rays of golden light bloomed. It was like the power of light when the world was being 

restarted. The sense of oppression shocked the deer King and it stopped in mid-air. 

"Impossible! What kind of power is this?" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Just as the deer King was still in shock, the light of the sun and the moon descended at the same time. 

They were the eyes of the sun and moon! 

After advancing to a two-star ancient God, ye Chen's ability to circulate his ancient God Power had 

reached a higher level. He had already activated a new power. 

"Kill!" 

Facing the eyes of the sun and the moon, the deer King waved the horn of the blood deer, wanting to 

defy the heavens. 

"Hahaha!" 

The ancient God's boundless laughter was like the heaven and earth shaking and the sound of thunder! 

"Ah!" 

The sound vibrated instantly, causing the deer King's ears to be in pain. 

"Blood deer slash, 3000 halberds destroyed!" 

Waving the blood deer's horn, the profound immortal's power filled the sky and earth. Suddenly, the 

wind and clouds in the sky surged, and streams of star power poured into the blood deer's horn. Then, 

lightning struck and poured into the blood deer's horn at the same time. At this moment, the profound 

immortal Dharma form appeared behind the deer King, and the blood deer was in the sky. 

"Roar!" 

The blood deer let out a bestial roar, triggering the Thunder of heaven and earth. The power of the 

blood deer's horn reached its peak. This blow could completely destroy a peak true immortal. 



"Alright, let's kill this man, deer King!" 

When the Eagle King saw this, he was certain that ye chen would die this time! 

At the same time, the Eagle King also secretly used his left hand to release endless hostility. It hit the 

ground under ye Chen's feet and formed a network of hostility that wrapped around ye Chen's feet, 

making it impossible for him to Dodge the attack of the blood deer's horn. 

However, he had never thought that ye chen did not even need to Dodge! 

"Ancient God's power: Jian Jia, beast Emperor fist: Jian Jia ape destruction!" 

The ancient God's shadow dissipated in the sky and transformed into the form of a giant ape. His fists 

smashed down like two high mountains falling from the sky. Such power covered the sky! 

"What?" 

"Ah!" 

The ancient demon ape's fists landed, and the blood deer's horn shattered in the air. The blood deer 

Dharma form vanished, and the deer King was defeated! 

The deer King's bones and muscles were exhausted, and his meridians were flowing in reverse, causing 

him to lose all his cultivation. 

"Tian she!" 

"Roar!" 

At this moment, the heavenly snake moved and opened its mouth to devour. All the divine weapon Qi in 

the broken blood Deer Horn was devoured by the heavenly snake. 

"Night Demon Armor, immortal flying knife!" 

"Here, master!" 

The two divine weapons appeared at the same time. The Qi of the divine weapons that the sky snake 

spat out was absorbed by the two. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All the Qi of divine armaments quickly replenished the two divine armament bodies and repaired the 

damage that they had suffered previously! 

"Hahaha, thank you, master!" 

The two divine weapons were extremely excited. The divine weapon Qi from the blood Deer Horn was 

extremely beneficial to them. They had already recovered to more than 70% of their peak strength. 

This level of skill was comparable to that of a peak true immortal! 

"Collect!" 

The two divine weapons returned to ye Chen's body. 



At this moment, the vicious aura beneath his feet was the Eagle King's hidden move. 

"Ye chen!" 

The Eagle King glared at ye chen with murderous intent. He did not expect the deer King to fail but it did 

not matter. Now, ye Chen's entire body was under the control of his hostility formation. As long as he 

killed this man, he could take the beast Emperor martial Canon for himself and become the new beast 

Emperor! 

"Ah!" 

At this moment, the Eagle King showed his fierce side and directly stretched out his sharp claws towards 

the deer King. 

"You, what do you want to do?" 

The deer King's entire body was paralyzed and he was bleeding non-stop. When he saw the Eagle King's 

actions, he understood a thing or two and instantly turned pale with fright. 

"Hahaha, deer King, since you've failed, there's no need for you to remain. Now, you'll become my 

nourishment!" 

The Eagle King released a boundless aura of hostility that wrapped around the deer King's body. All of 

the deer King's remaining energy was completely absorbed by the Eagle King. 

"Hahaha!" 

The Eagle King laughed maniacally as he flew into the sky, his strength greatly increasing. 

"Ye chen, it's useless no matter how powerful you are. You can forget about escaping from this King's 

violent energy formation. Die at this King's hands!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

On the Eagle King's sharp claws, a boundless ruthlessness appeared. This ruthlessness transformed into 

two iron hook-like sharp claws and rushed toward ye Chen's shoulders. He wanted to pierce through ye 

Chen's shoulder blades and completely seal off the flow of ye Chen's power. 

Buzz, buzz!" 

He shot out two iron claws, but shockingly, when the two iron claws hit ye Chen's body, they bounced 

back as if they had hit steel! 

"Ah?" 

Chapter 2112 Evil General Demon Falcon! 

The Eagle King's claws were sharp, but when it kicked the steel plate, it was useless. This scene made his 

heart tremble. 

"Eagle King, so what if you eat your own companions? before this Emperor, you were like trash!" 

"Damn it!" 
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The Eagle King felt even worse after being ridiculed by ye chen. After absorbing the deer King's 

remaining power, ye chen had actually ignored his divine power. How would the others see this? 

Many people who originally belonged to the forces of the Three Kings were already hesitating. They 

were not putting in much effort in the battle and were ready to switch sides at any time. 

Originally, these people were dissatisfied with the Three Kings 'thoughts. Now that the Three Kings had 

an internal strife and the deer King had been absorbed, the deer Clan and the Eagle Clan would 

definitely turn against each other. Only the Tiger King and the Eagle King were left. Against ye chen and 

the Beast King, they had lost their advantage or rather, they had no advantage at all. 

Ye chen had faced two kings alone, severely injured the deer King, and looked down on the Eagle King. 

The situation had been reversed. 

"Ruthless Eagle!" 

Seeing that the situation had turned around, the Eagle King quickly released the power of the barrier. 

The profound immortal laws gathered into the Eagle King's violent aura and released it wildly to the 

surroundings. It triggered the violent aura in the ley lines earlier and wanted to entangle ye chen. 

However, ye chen had already seen through this trick. 

"Earth sword, reverse slash!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the blink of an eye, countless sword Qi of the earth sword rushed out from the earth vein, and the evil 

Qi that was buried in it was all killed by the earth sword, turning into nothing. 

The sword Qi of the earth sword continued to burst out, turning into an Earth Dragon and attacking in all 

directions. 

"Ah?" 

The Eagle King felt as if the ground beneath his feet was the abyss of hell, and he flew up. 

"Roar!" 

The Earth Dragon rushed out from the place where he had flown away, and rushed straight into the nine 

Heavens to pursue the Eagle King. 

At this moment, the members of the deer Tribe saw that the deer King had been absorbed by the Eagle 

King and were furious! 

"Damn the Eagle Clan!" 

"Kill!" 

When the powerhouses of the deer Clan saw that the Eagle King was being suppressed by ye chen, they 

all made their moves to kill the Eagle Clan member. 

"This!" 



The Eagle tribe cultivators had no choice but to accept the battle. This way, the pressure on the beast 

King's bloodline was greatly reduced. At the same time, many of the beast Realm's races had switched 

sides, and the three beast King's races were in danger. 

"Ah!" 

At this time, ye chen circulated the beast Emperor martial Canon. Waves of beast Emperor force rushed 

out domineeringly and instantly suppressed the forces of the Three Kings. 

"This is ... The power of a beast Emperor!" 

Everyone could feel this suppressive force. They now completely understood that ye chen was the 

successor of the beast Emperor. Otherwise, he would not have the beast Emperor's power. 

"Roar!" 

The roar of the beast Emperor shook the heavens and earth! 

More and more experts defected, and the three Kings 'forces were completely isolated. 

"Eagle King, how do you feel after seeing such a scene?" 

"Hahaha, I never thought that the beast King would rely on an outsider to turn the tables. But do you 

really think you've won?" 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold. His beast Emperor power spread in all directions. Suddenly, he sensed a 

familiar energy, a dense evil energy! 

"Swish!" 

The beast Emperor was severely injured. 

"Man 'er, you!" 

The beast King looked at his beloved daughter in shock. 

"Hahaha!" 

Princess man 'er let out a sharp laugh, and then her body slowly floated into the air, and waves of evil 

energy shot up into the nine Heavens. 

Ye chen was equally shocked. He had never sensed any dark energy from Princess man 'er before this. 

This meant that this hidden evil spirit must be of a very high level and had used some secret technique 

to conceal its own energy. 

"Man 'er!" 

The beast King shouted, but it was useless. At this moment, Princess man 'er had already turned into an 

evil spirit. 

"Hehehe, beast King, you didn't expect this, did you? your most beloved daughter is the cause of your 

death!" 



Princess man 'er's long hair fluttered in the wind, and her body emitted waves of powerful evil energy. 

The surrounding cultivators of the beast King's bloodline were all forcibly suspended in the air. 

"Your Majesty beast King!" 

Many experts could not control their bodies. They wanted to help the beast King, but they could not. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Afterward, their bodies exploded. Blood flowed and bones piled up. Evil energy surged and a terrifying 

aura filled the world, shocking everyone. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, what do you think?" The Eagle King asked with a cold smile. 

"This is your trump card!" 

Ye chen looked at the Eagle King coldly. 

"That's right, but this is just the beginning. You'll soon be surrounded by the evil spirit Army. Do you 

really think we're relying on the Three Kings 'strength to unify the beast Realm? you're wrong, you're 

gravely mistaken!" 

At this time, the sky was covered with dark clouds, and evil dragons roared in the sky. Countless evil 

spirits and evil beasts swarmed over. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The evil spirits roared angrily, and the evil beasts spat out countless venomous liquids, attacking the 

people from the beast Realm. 

As it turned out, the Three Kings had long surrendered to the evil spirits, and they were relying on the 

evil spirit Army. The Army descended, and many of the races in the beast territory were in danger of 

being massacred. 

The number of evil spirits was more than ten times that of the cultivators from the beast Realm. The 

Army was like an Army of ants, not a single blade of grass could survive! 

"Hahaha!" 

Princess man 'er looked at the many experts of the beast Realm with a cold smile. Countless black 

feathers made of evil energy appeared on her body, and a pair of wings appeared on her back. Her aura 

was overwhelming. 

"Man 'er, what's going on?" 

Although the beast King was severely injured, he still couldn't believe what he was seeing. Princess man 

'er was his most beloved daughter, and he didn't believe that his daughter would do such a thing to him. 

Ye Chen's palm shot out and he took advantage of the situation to retreat back to the beast King's side. 

p "Beast King, Princess man 'er's mind has already been controlled by this person. The dark energy 

control is deeply rooted in her, so it's impossible for her to recognize you." 



"This, no!" 

The beast King was so agitated that it spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Ye chen released his beast Emperor power and instilled it into the beast King's body, helping him stop 

the spread of the evil energy in his body. 

"Who are you?" Ye chen asked. 

"I am one of the three great evil generals under the evil-warding King, and my name is demon Falcon! 

Today, I have come under the orders of the demon-warding King to unify the beast Realm!" 

"Hand over man 'er and I'll let you go back to report that I'm going to the evil spirit land and take the evil 

resisting King's Head!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Hearing ye Chen's words, the demonic Falcon laughed wildly. 

The million-strong evil spirit Army behind him laughed as well, as if they were his shadows. This laughter 

shook the nine prefectures and the ten lands. The intimidating sound made countless experts from the 

realm of beasts feel their legs go soft and they almost knelt on the ground. 

Ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto the demonic Falcon. The Demon's Eye between his brows flickered with 

a strange light. He saw through the demonic Falcon's control technique with a single glance. It had 

controlled Princess man 'er's spiritual domain through soul parasitism. At this moment, Princess man' er 

was already trapped in the spiritual prison and could not appear. 

She washed her face with tears. The guilt she felt for the beast King almost made her faint. 

"Despicable evil spirit, since you don't agree with the choice I'm giving you, then you can all be 

annihilated!" 

Ye Chen's eyes widened. The anger in his eyes soared to the nine Heavens and his Majesty covered the 

earth. The person who controlled man 'er's mind made him burn with anger, and he had to kill him! 

"Very good. A puny loose immortal dares to be so arrogant to me. Are all humans such idiots? Hahaha, 

don't worry, just wait until this general bites your flesh and blood, absorbs all the energy in your body, 

and turns you into a dried corpse. You'll know your ignorance and stupidity!" 

"What?" The celestial Emperor was furious and the universe was shocked! 

Chapter 2113 A Spiritual Battle! 

"A million evil spirits, kill them!" 

"Roar, roar, roar!" 

The evil spirits bellowed, and the Army pressed forward, instantly surrounding the entire beast Emperor 

land. 

"Kill!" 
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Ye Chen's eyes narrowed and his anger rose to the tip of his brows. His figure rushed out and headed 

straight for the demonic Falcon. 

Taking advantage of this time, the experts of the beast Emperor's lineage took the beast King away and 

returned to a relatively safe place. 

Ye chen faced the demon Falcon while the beast Emperor fought the dark energy! 

"Ye chen, I'm going to make you watch Princess man 'er die in front of your eyes. Hahaha!" 

"Evil Falcon, I will make you wish you were dead!" 

"Hahaha, then let me see if you can surprise me!" 

The demonic Falcon's eyes suddenly turned dark. Then, the wings on its back spread open. Its speed was 

not any slower than ye chen 's. Both of their figures flickered in the sky. They were so fast that they even 

triggered a tornado. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

As the tornado swept over, the surrounding space was distorted rapidly. Many experts were sucked into 

it and turned into blood and bones in an instant! 

This terrifying scene caused countless experts from the beast Realm to tremble in fear. 

They had not expected the evil spirits to be so brutal. They only hoped that the beast Emperor could 

eliminate the evil spirits and save the beast Realm. 

At this moment, the three beast Kings 'factions didn't have many supporters other than their own clans. 

This was because of the appearance of the evil spirits. After all, the chaos within the beast Realm had 

actually involved the evil spirits. This in itself was a violation of the rules. As long as they were true men 

in the beast Realm, they would not be allowed to be ruled by the evil spirits. 

Now that the evil spirit Demonic Falcon was controlling Princess man er's mind, this was the greatest 

humiliation to the beast Realm! 

"Kill him!" 

Many of the old powerhouses roared in anger. They led all the cultivators in their clans and began to 

fight back. 

Although the evil spirit Army had an overwhelming advantage, they were not afraid. This was the spirit 

of the beast race, never to be slaves! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The earth trembled and the mountains crumbled! 

On this land, the evil spirits and the Beast Realm Warriors were violently clashing. The sounds of battle 

rose and fell, and the chaos was boundless! 

Above the nine Heavens, ye chen faced the demonic Falcon alone. Both sides 'speeds were at their 

limits. They transformed into Starlight and continued to collide. 



"I'll show you the power of evil!" 

The demonic Falcon suddenly spread its wings. Instantly, the wind and clouds surged, the sun and the 

moon dimmed, and the two heavenly wings stirred up countless evil energy, causing a blood-red light to 

cover the sky! 

"Blood feather space splitting dagger, kill!" 

In the blink of an eye, countless blood feathers, sharper than blades and harder than stones, shot down 

like raindrops with absolute destructive power. 

"The beast Emperor fist is filled with the might of a Tiger!" 

Ye chen let out a ferocious tiger's roar. The beast Emperor power in his body soared rapidly, 

transforming into a tiger's roar in the forest. With a furious roar, the space exploded. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the sky, countless blood feathers were shattered by the power of the tiger's roar, reversed, and hung 

upside down! 

The world-destroying blood feather was useless before ye chen. 

"Kill!" 

The failure of the mystical power infuriated the demonic Falcon. Its sharp claws grabbed ye Chen's soul 

and took his life. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

However, when these sharp claws struck ye Chen's body, just like the Eagle King before, they had no 

effect on his body of steel. 

"You!" 

"How is it?" 

Ye chen looked at the demonic Falcon coldly. Then, he activated his beast Emperor power again. 

"Beast Emperor fist, arrogant leopard technique!" 

With the addition of his own movement divine ability and the power of leopardwalk, ye Chen's speed 

instantly surpassed the demon Falcon. At this speed, even a true immortal would not be able to lock 

onto his trail. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Wherever the shadow of the leopard passed, blood would flash, and the demonic Falcon's body would 

be covered in bloody wounds. 

"What a hateful fellow!" 

The demonic Falcon was furious, and the evil energy in its body surged rapidly, trying to devour Princess 

man er's body to improve its cultivation. 



"Don't even think about it!" 

The Demon's Eye between ye Chen's brows opened. Suddenly, the surrounding space fell into the 

underworld God's domain. The demon Falcon's mind control technique was restricted. Ye Chen's 

primordial spirit left his body and rushed into Princess man 'er's mind domain. 

In the spiritual domain, it was chaotic, with wild evil energy and demonic winds! 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered. He used his beast Emperor power to sense Princess man 'er's location. Finally, 

on a peak deep in the chaos, he saw Princess man' er's figure. 

Her four limbs were nailed to the mountain wall by the blood feathers. Blood was flowing out, and she 

was in great pain. 

"Ye chen!" 

She called out ye Chen's name, a glimmer of hope appearing in her eyes of despair. 

"Man 'er, I'll come back to save you immediately. Don't be afraid!" 

"En!" 

Princess man 'er nodded. The only person she trusted now was her father and ye chen. 

"Hahaha!" 

Just as ye chen was about to save Princess man 'er, a pair of blood-red eyes suddenly appeared in the 

chaotic sky. It was the eyes of the demon Falcon. 

"You dare to enter this General's spiritual domain, idiot!" 

Ye chen looked up at the sky. At this moment, the demonic Falcon's Wings reappeared, covering the sky 

and earth. 

The wild dark energy in his body had already filled his entire spiritual domain. This place had obviously 

been created by the demonic Falcon using a special technique to become the most favorable 

environment for him. 

Therefore, ye Chen's entry into this domain was very disadvantageous to himself. 

However, in order to free Princess man 'er from the control of the demonic Falcon, he had to do this. 

"Beast Emperor power!" 

Seeing that Princess man 'er could not hold on any longer, ye chen released his beast Emperor power to 

strengthen her own energy to resist the surrounding dark energy. 

"I'll let you see her die before your eyes!"The demonic Falcon sneered at ye chen. 

After saying that, the demonic Falcon released its dark energy and rapidly eroded Princess man 'er's 

spirit, causing her primordial spirit to show signs of dissipating! 

"Ah!" 



Princess man 'er let out a pained cry as her body gradually disappeared. The tears in her eyes revealed 

her unwillingness. 

"Don't worry, I'll get you out!" 

Ye chen said firmly to Princess man 'er. 

"Ye chen, I believe you!" 

Princess man 'er clenched her teeth and strengthened her belief, circulating her spiritual power to resist 

the evil energy. 

At the same time, ye Chen's battle with the demon Falcon had reached an extreme. 

"Beast Emperor fist, cricket horn!" 

Blood-red Deer horns appeared in the sky. The deer horns grew rapidly, and countless deer horns 

extended toward the demonic Falcon. 

On the deer Horn, blood-colored lightning constantly struck the space in all directions, looking for the 

demon Falcon's true body. 

"Hahaha, come die, ye chen!" 

At this moment, in the sky, the demonic Falcon's eyes shot out dark energy beams. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Countless deer horns shattered under the attack of the dark lightning, but deer horns had the ability to 

regenerate. After being shattered, they regenerated and extended again. 

"Kill!" 

The dark energy rays were even more violent, wanting to cut through everything! 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen let out a furious roar. His beast Emperor power quickly surged into his body. Combined with his 

ancient God Power, his defensive power reached its peak. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

When these dark energy rays hit ye Chen's body, they could only shatter his scales but could not harm 

his real body. 

"Charge!" 

Ye Chen's figure flew rapidly toward Princess man 'er. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

The demonic Falcon shouted coldly, and the entire space fell into the blood feather purgatory. Its evil 

energy was rampant, and demonic Qi filled the air! 

Chapter 2114 Save The Princess! 
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"Kill, kill!" 

The demonic Falcon was furious that its powerful killing move could not harm ye Chen's true body. As an 

evil general, how could it fall into such a situation when it was up against a human? He wanted to take 

revenge! 

"Poor beast, the celestial Thearch didn't repent before. He can only die!" 

In the face of the demon Falcon's rage, ye Chen's mind released the light of the celestial Emperor and 

the heart sword appeared between his brows! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The heart of the sword took form and endless sword Qi gathered into a super-dense sword Qi energy 

mass, forming a large array in front of ye chen. 

The sword shadows were like meteors chasing after the moon as they madly rushed toward bloody 

feather. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In his spiritual world, the power of the blood feathers was dispelled by the sword Qi of the heart sword. 

The territory of the demon Falcon might not be his home field! 

"Demonic Falcon wings blood slash!" 

The demon Falcon had not expected the other party to be so powerful. If it could not kill ye chen within 

its spiritual domain, it would be even more difficult outside. It wanted to destroy both Jade and common 

stone and completely shatter Princess man 'er's primordial spirit. 

Buzz, buzz!" 

Its wings were extremely sharp, and its target was Princess man 'er. 

"Don't you dare!" 

Ye chen was furious. He forcefully activated the Demon's Eye. 

A strange light flickered, and the evil demon domain expanded rapidly. The shadow of the god of the 

underworld appeared. 

The power of the underworld God was extremely violent, and it was the nemesis of evil energy. 

"You can't save her!" 

The demonic Falcon spread its wings. It didn't care what was in front of it, it only had one goal, and that 

was to kill man er! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

He flew at high speed, and in the blink of an eye, he had already arrived in front of Princess man er. 

"Ye chen, thank you!" 



Princess man 'er had already anticipated her death. She said her last words to ye chen and then closed 

her eyes. 

"Man 'er!" 

Ye chen roared. The darkness pool erupted with supreme power. It was actually a fusion of two-star 

ancient divine power and evolved into black-gold glass! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The endless black and gold glass galloped at high speed, like a wild horse that was out of control. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

In the passage opened by the Demon's Eye, the power of the black-gold glass moved forward infinitely, 

surpassing the limits of time and space. 

"Slash! Hahaha!" 

Just as the sharp blood feather was about to cut off Princess man 'er's head, everything was about to 

come to an end. All of a sudden, a Black Vortex appeared in front of them. Black and gold glass shot out 

like endless hailstones, instantly locking onto the demonic Falcon. 

"No!" 

The demon Falcon roared, but it was useless! 

The black and gold glass instantly sealed the demonic Falcon's entire body. In the blink of an eye, the 

demonic Falcon was suspended in the air like a statue. 

"I, I didn't die?" 

At this moment, Princess man 'er opened her eyes. She saw that the demon Falcon was right in front of 

her, but it had already turned into countless black and gold fragments, drifting in the sky like the clouds 

and smoke of the past. 

"Ye chen!" 

Princess man 'er's tears fell like rain. She was extremely excited to see ye chen. She had not thought that 

the latter would be able to see the person in front of her. 

"Don't move!“ 

Ye chen flew over. The Demon's Eye released a strange light. In an instant, all the blood nails that had 

sealed Princess man 'er's primordial spirit were shattered. The princess was free again. 

"Ye chen!" 

She pounced into ye Chen's arms like a little rabbit that had been greatly wronged. There was no trace 

of her barbarism. 

The demonic Falcon's evil thoughts were broken by ye chen and its power returned to its body. 



At this moment, ye Chen's primordial spirit released Princess man 'er's primordial spirit and returned to 

his own body. 

"Father!" 

Princess man 'er released the mental seal and returned to the beast King's side. Seeing the beast King's 

heavily injured appearance, her heart was filled with regret. 

"Man 'er, don't blame yourself. This isn't your fault!" 

The beast King caressed her small face, not wanting to give her too much mental pressure. 

Princess man 'er and the other beast Kings took care of the beast Kings while ye chen continued to fight 

the true body of the demon Falcon. 

"Ye chen!" 

The demonic Falcon coldly looked at its opponent, its eyes filled with killing intent. Its body exuded a 

bloody aura, as if it wanted to destroy everything in front of it. Such a brutal attitude was enough to 

make people tremble in fear. 

Ye chen sneered and said,"demon Falcon, you're just a puny evil general. How dare you compete with 

me?" Kneel and bow, I'll consider giving you a quick death. " 

"Giggle!" 

The demonic Falcon suddenly burst into laughter. 

"My true strength is not something you can imagine. I exchanged a few moves with you in the spiritual 

domain just now. Now is the real battle!" 

"Oh? Hahaha, very good. Then let me see what you can do. " 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold. The celestial Thearch sword appeared in his hand again. He wanted to seize 

Princess man 'er's primordial spirit and overturn the entire Beast Realm. Now that he was the beast 

Emperor, ye chen would naturally not let the murderer before him off. 

"Eagle King, Tiger King, kill all the traitors!" 

"What?" 

Hearing this, the Tiger King hesitated slightly. Now that the situation had reversed, even if the evil 

general demon Falcon was here, it might not be ye Chen's match. As the king of the Tiger clan, one of 

the three major beast clans, he had to consider the future of his entire clan. 

He frowned slightly but didn't do anything. 

At this moment, the Eagle King was also shocked by ye Chen's super strength and did not move. This 

scene made the demonic Falcon even angrier. 

"Yin Wang, what are you waiting for? do you think you still have a way out?" 

"This ..." 



The Eagle King's face contorted. Although he didn't want to take action directly, the demon Falcon's 

words were what he feared the most. Not only had he betrayed the beast King, but he had also 

absorbed the deer King. Such an act was unforgivable. He wanted to betray the beast King, but he didn't 

have the chance to do so. 

"AI, experts of the Eagle Clan, kill them!" 

"Yes!" 

The Eagle King issued a killing order, and the experts of the Eagle Clan all charged towards the experts of 

the small tribes. 

Immediately, the battle resumed, and the smell of blood filled the air. 

"Tiger King, I'll give you one last chance. Repent and be saved!" 

The beast King endured his heavy injuries and stood up, shouting at the Tiger King. 

"AI, this King has already walked on this path, how can I turn back?" 

"Tiger King, I will plead with the beast King for you. You still have a chance, as long as you help us 

destroy the Eagle King tribe!" 

"This ..." 

The Tiger King hesitated. At this moment, a cold killer move flew over. 

"What?" 

Faced with such a killer move, the Tiger King roared. All the Tiger Power in his body condensed into an 

air shield, resisting the killer move. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Tiger King retreated a few steps. 

"It's you!" 

He looked coldly at the demonic Falcon. He had not expected it to set itself on fire. 

"Traitors, die!" 

"Hahaha, I, the Tiger King, was originally a member of the beast race. What does this have to do with 

you? you don't have the right to control the fate of my Tiger race now!" 

The attack of the demonic Falcon caused the Tiger King to completely lean towards the beast King. 

"All experts of the Tiger Tribe, fight with me and destroy the Eagle King tribe together!" 

"Yes!" 

With the Tiger King's betrayal, the Eagle King tribe was surrounded by many beasts and was in grave 

danger. 

At this moment, the Eagle King was also in a dilemma. Fighting was no longer the best choice. 



"Demon Falcon, we've lost our best opportunity today. Retreat!" 

"You idiot, you actually dare to say such words to me, damn it!" 

Yao Rao's sharp claws shot out and headed straight for the Eagle King. 

Chapter 2115 2120-Farewell! 

The demonic Falcon was in a rage after its defeat in the battle with ye chen. Now that the Eagle King had 

said to retreat, it exploded in anger. 

Blood feathers filled the sky as they shot towards the Eagle King. 

The Eagle King wanted to escape, but the blood feather enchantment immediately enveloped the Eagle 

King. 

"Since you don't want to work for the evil spirit, then die!" 

The demonic Falcon released a secret curse, and countless blood feathers slashed wildly at the Eagle 

King. The Eagle King's body was drenched in blood, and he could no longer move. 

"Ah!" 

With a cry of pain, the Eagle King's body exploded. 

"Ah?" 

The Eagle tribesmen were completely dumbfounded by this scene. Their King had died in front of their 

eyes, so where were they going to go? 

"Hahaha, ye chen, my will to fight has dissipated today. Next time, I'll make sure you die without a burial 

place!" 

After killing the Eagle King with one strike, the demonic Falcon's anger was slightly reduced. It wasn't an 

idiot, and it knew that the situation was extremely disadvantageous to it. It didn't want to stay any 

longer, and immediately flew away. 

"What?" 

However, he had underestimated ye Chen's killing intent. It was impossible to escape before ye chen 

had made such a move. 

"[Starseizing hand]!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered with a dark light. Above the nine Heavens, the clouds opened and a huge palm 

descended from the sky, directly blocking the escape route of the demonic Falcon. 

"What?" 

The demonic Falcon turned pale with fright. It activated its blood feathers, hoping to split the giant palm 

in front of it. However, the palm was covered in a layer of black-gold glass. When its blood feathers 

touched the black-gold glass, they were completely useless and fell off. 

"Ah!" 
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He clenched his fist and the demonic Falcon exploded! 

"Good, good, good!" 

Countless people from the beast territory started to shout. In their eyes, the beast Emperor was like a 

god, how great was he! 

"Asura sky shaking kill!" 

Ye chen suddenly turned around. Countless palm prints descended from the sky and bombarded the evil 

spirit Warriors who had not retreated in time. All the dark energy armies that participated were 

annihilated! 

"Clean up the battlefield!" 

The beast Emperor gave the order, and countless Warriors from the beast Realm began to clean up the 

battlefield. 

Ye chen returned to the beast King's side and continued to infuse the beast Emperor's power into his 

body, expelling all the dark energy. The beast King's emotions stabilized. 

This battle had made ye chen famous in the beast Realm. The position of the beast Emperor shook the 

world and the vast universe respected him. 

The beast Realm was unified, and the world was clear! 

In the square in front of the beast Emperor Palace, tens of thousands of beasts were worshiping! 

The Tiger King begged for forgiveness and walked forward, kneeling on the ground. 

"Oh my beast Emperor, the king of the Tiger Tribe, I've come to ask for your forgiveness!" 

He knelt on the ground. Behind him, many elders and princes of the Tiger Tribe also knelt down. 

"Tiger King, I heard that you and the Beast King were good friends. To betray your own friend, is this 

what a man would do?" Ye chen asked. 

"A single misstep can cause eternal hatred. This King has nothing to say!" 

The Tiger King looked at the beast King, then knelt down and kowtowed. 

"AI, if you knew this would happen, why did you do it! Tiger King, I'm the one who gave you this 

opportunity, so I'll definitely take responsibility!" 

The beast King turned to ye chen and bowed. 

"Lord beast Emperor, please give the Tiger King a chance. After all, the Tiger Tribe has done very little 

damage to us in this battle. The beast territory has already suffered too many losses. I don't want to 

have any more infighting between my brothers!" 

"I'll give you a chance since the beast King has pleaded for you. But ..." 

Suddenly, ye chen pointed with his sword-like fingers and a stream of sword Qi rushed directly into the 

Tiger king's throat. 



"Ah? 

The Tiger King was shocked. He looked at ye chen with a puzzled expression. 

"Tiger King, this is the restriction I've imposed on you. Once you betray the beast Realm, this sword Qi 

will definitely take your life! Of course, if you're loyal, not only will the sword Qi not harm you, it can 

even help you break through your limits!" 

"Thank you, beast Emperor. I will be loyal to my duty and will not let you down!" 

The Tiger King led the other members of the Tiger Tribe to kowtow before retreating. 

Following that, the beast King's personal guards led many experts from the deer and Eagle tribes to 

kneel down. 

"Beast Emperor, these are the traitors of the deer and Eagle tribes. Please judge them!" 

"Joining forces with the evil spirits and betraying the beast Realm, death is only natural!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered, and his sword Qi spontaneously appeared. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The elders of the deer and Eagle tribes fell to the ground one after another. 

"Ah?" 

The other cultivators of the deer and Eagle tribes were greatly intimidated and knelt down one after 

another, not daring to raise their heads. 

"I don't want to kill all of you, so I'll give you a chance to return to your own territory and pay tribute to 

the beast King's lineage every year. Are you willing to do so?" 

"We are willing! Thank you for your mercy, beast Emperor!" 

Everyone looked grateful. They didn't expect to have a chance to live. 

"Take your people and return to your territory!" 

"Yes!" 

The remaining members of the deer Clan and the Eagle Clan quickly left. 

"The beast Emperor's judgment is indeed Swift and decisive. The unification of the beast Realm and the 

return to peace this time is all thanks to the beast Emperor. On behalf of all the people in the beast 

Realm, I thank the beast Emperor!" 

The beast King and many members of the royal family bowed in gratitude to ye chen. 

"There's no need to be so polite. Since the matter in the beast Realm is over, I will continue to the 

nether God Hall!" 

"Beast Emperor, are you really in a hurry?" 

"I won't hide it from you. I still have many friends waiting for my return. Goodbye." 



With that, ye chen handed the beast Emperor seal to the beast King and had him act on behalf of the 

beast Emperor. 

"Ye chen!" 

Seeing that ye chen was about to leave, Princess man 'er went up and called out to him. 

The two of them arrived at the peak of a mountain, and looked at the setting sun in the distance. The 

beautiful setting sun caused Princess man 'er to feel extremely sad. 

"Ye chen, you've saved my life. No matter where you go, I'll follow you!" 

"Man 'er, this trip to the nether God Hall is filled with danger, and I still have many important things to 

do. I will remember the friendship between us. I think you should stay by the beast King's side and work 

hard to improve your cultivation so that you can control the beast Realm and become the Queen of the 

generation!" 

"I ..." 

Princess man 'er looked at ye chen, her tears flowing uncontrollably again. 

"Do I really not have any place in your heart?" 

"Don't try to guess what I'm thinking. I'll remember you." 

Ye chen smiled and touched Princess man 'er's little face. Then, he used the black gold glass to forge a 

ring for her. 

"This is my gift to you. It's also a beast Emperor's Mark." 

With that, ye chen stepped on the Golden Lotus and ascended to the nine Heavens. 

"Ye chen!" 

Princess man 'er shouted towards the sky. However, the tall and majestic figure in front of her had 

already disappeared into the sea of clouds. 

Looking at the ring in her hand, Princess man er revealed a faint smile. After all, she was still in the other 

party's heart. 

"I, man 'er, will wait for you for the rest of my life!" 

The voice reverberated in the clouds, like a colorful deer jumping around. How wonderful. 

After leaving the beast territory, ye chen sped up toward the nether God Hall. 

He had already been in the beast Realm for too long. Whether the immortal spirit realm and the mo Wu 

realm had already started to make their move was what he was most worried about. 

"Forefather, Wushuang, you have to wait for my return!" 

Chapter 2116 The Flying Feather Race! 

"The demon Falcon failed. It's this ye chen again!" 
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"Hmm ... This kid has obstructed my dark power conquest many times. I can't let him Live!" 

Above the evil spirit Temple, the king sat alone on the throne while below him, many evil generals sat 

upright. They were all furious that ye chen had repeatedly disrupted the evil spirits 'operations. 

"Although this person is a human, he is extremely powerful and the power in his body is extremely 

complicated. Even the demon Falcon failed, so there must be something fishy about this." 

One of them was an evil general, wearing a long black robe. He had sharp claws and shiny teeth. It was 

the evil-resisting King's general, the black corpse-devouring ghost. 

"The corpse-devouring ghost's words are reasonable. Now, this King has determined that this person is a 

great enemy of the evil spirits. We will immediately carry out the assassination plan." 

On the throne, evil-warding King's eyes were cold. His body was covered in copper scales, and an evil 

seal appeared between his brows. It was given to him by the evil emperor, and it contained a powerful 

evil energy, which was also a symbol of his status. 

"This King's order!" 

Hearing that the demon-warding King was about to give an order, the generals all stood up and bowed. 

"Corpse-devouring ghost, cut bone, Hook Head, and ugly smile. Four generals, work together and find 

out ye Chen's whereabouts immediately!" 

"Yes!" 

The four generals heard the order and quickly flew away. 

After passing through the beast territory, ye chen flew on his flying sword. He relied on the Demon's Eye 

and the perception of the god of the underworld, as well as the map information he had obtained 

earlier, to continue searching for the location of the god of the underworld. 

However, the closer ye chen got to the underworld God Palace, the more he felt the dense evil energy. 

This made him feel an ominous feeling. As the master of the underworld God Realm, no one had issued 

any orders when the evil spirits were in chaos. The major forces below were not aware of the current 

situation of the People's God Palace. This in itself was a very problematic issue. 

After flying through the wilderness for three days and three nights, ye chen landed on a high peak. 

This peak was extremely high, like a pillar between heaven and earth. Ye chen could see the wind and 

clouds in a thousand miles with one glance. 

There were many famous mountains and rivers in front of them, and there were even many sects in 

sight. These sects stood in great numbers in front of these mountains and rivers, like a huge 

organization, independent of each other but closely connected. 

This was the territory of the flying feather race. 

The flying feather race was originally the race closest to the temple of the underworld. There were even 

rumors that the flying feather race were the loyal guards of the god of the underworld. Because their 



clan leader did not complete an important task given to them by the god of the underworld, the entire 

clan was expelled from the temple of the underworld. In the end, they settled in the flying feather race. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

Suddenly, the sound of birds chirping came from the sky. Ye chen looked up and saw that it was some 

very small hummingbirds. These hummingbirds moved very quickly, completely different from ordinary 

hummingbirds. 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered and instantly locked onto the hummingbird's form. After a series of analysis by 

the Demon's Eye, he concluded that these hummingbird were the scouts of the flying feather clan. 

"Ha!" 

Ye chen sneered. He did not care at all and walked straight toward the winged ones. 

He was just a passer-by and didn't want to waste time in these places. 

Of course, if there were any evil spirits here, he would kill them without mercy. 

When they reached the foot of the flying feather Mountain, two figures appeared on the ancient tree in 

front of them and called out to ye chen. 

"Who are you?" 

"The heavenly Emperor ye chen!" 

"Hahaha!" 

The two of them burst into laughter. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the two of them with a displeased expression. 

The two men looked at ye chen at the same time. One of them smiled and said,""That's a great name, 

but we've never heard of any Celestial Emperor in the underworld. We only know that the underworld 

God is the most powerful here!" 

"Ha, your horizons are too narrow. How can you know the vastness of the world?" 

"Aiyo, you're still very arrogant. Then, show us what you've got!" 

As soon as they saw each other, their eyes became fierce, completely different from how they looked 

before. It was because the two of them were the tribe's Scouts. They had the important role of Scouts. 

No matter who they met, they had to figure out the identity and purpose of their visit. 

"Are you even worthy?" 

"What?" 

This time, not only were their eyes cold, but their expressions were also angry. 

"Whoosh, Whoosh!" 



Two dark shadows streaked across the sky. In the blink of an eye, the two of them had arrived behind ye 

chen. 

"Hmph, so you're just a glib talker, behead!" 

The two eagle claws slashed at the back of ye Chen's neck without hesitation. The murderous aura was 

violent and left no chance of survival. 

Buzz, buzz!" 

However, just as the Eagle's claws landed on ye Chen's neck, they felt as if they had attacked the hardest 

diamond. The other party did not suffer any damage. Instead, their Eagle's claws shattered. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Not only that, ye Chen's energy spontaneously rebounded the broken Eagle Claw back and instantly 

locked onto the throats of the two people. 

With lightning speed, the sharp claws grabbed the throats of the two people, but did not directly kill 

them. This kind of super strong control ability was clearly beyond the imagination of the two people. 

"This, this!" 

The two of them knew that their lives were in the hands of the person in front of them, and they were 

instantly terrified. 

"I've said it before, you're not worthy. Immediately bring me to your clan leader!" 

"Yes, yes!" 

The two of them did not dare to refuse and led ye chen toward the flying feather Mountain. 

At the same time, on an ancient tree in the distance, a figure appeared. He looked coldly at ye chen and 

the two Scouts from the flying feather clan and sneered. 

After that, the rapier shadow disappeared as if it had never appeared. 

Ye chen seemed to have sensed something. He looked at the ancient tree in the distance with a cold 

gaze. 

The two of them led the way while ye chen followed behind. The broken Eagle Claw was like a bone-

attached gangrene that "grew" on their necks, making them extremely nervous. It was futile to resist. 

A tall mountain Gate appeared in front of them. There were many patrolling guards outside the gate. 

When they saw ye Chen's group, they looked puzzled. 

"What's going on?" 

One of the patrolling guards asked. 

"This, this ..." 

The two of them did not know what to say. They only wanted to turn their heads to look at ye chen 

behind them. 



"I want to see your clan leader!" 

"What?" 

The captain of the guards was furious. He then noticed the sharp claws on the throats of the two Scouts 

and understood the situation. 

"You're really trash!" 

He coldly rebuked the two Scouts and then looked at ye chen coldly. 

"Who are you? how dare you act so atrociously in the flying feather race? are you a spy for the evil 

spirits?" 

"An evil spirit spy?" 

Hearing these words, ye Chen's gaze swept across the entire flying feather Mountain. There were many 

patrol teams around and the management was very strict. This was telling him that everything was 

related to the evil spirits. It seemed that the influence of the evil spirits in the underworld realm had 

reached a deep-rooted level, far beyond his imagination. 

"I'm a human, can't you tell?" 

"Hmph, evil spirits are fickle. It's easy for them to transform into humans." 

"You talk too much. Take me to your chief immediately!" 

"You're looking for death!" 

The head Guard's eyes glowed with anger as he locked onto ye chen. Instantly, many teams surrounded 

him, and the sound of killing filled the air! 

Chapter 2117 Feather Emperor Palace! 

"You all should pay the price for stopping me from moving forward!" 

Ye chen knew that these people were wasting their time. Since they wanted to provoke him, he would 

teach them a lesson. 

"Master, let me do it!" 

With a roar, a huge blade light rushed out like a beast flying to the nine Heavens. Then, the blade light 

turned into a huge blade shape and slashed at the people below. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The saber-shaped suppression was unstoppable, like a great mountain falling from the sky! 

"Ah?" 

Many powerhouses of the flying feather race were scared out of their wits when they saw this scene. 

They released their strongest power to resist, but even though they had the advantage in numbers, they 

were like ants under the saber Light of the immortal slaying saber. 
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Boom, boom, boom! 

The blade light pierced through the ground and immediately caused the earth to shake. The mountains 

and rivers were broken, and the sky collapsed and the earth caved in. It was as if the chaos had 

restarted. The entire flying feather Mountain fell into shock. 

"Ah!" 

Many powerhouses of the flying feather race were sent flying hundreds of meters away by the saber 

radiance. After they landed, they could not get up! 

After that, the flying Dagger spun back into ye Chen's body and disappeared without a trace. 

Such divine might made the people of the flying feather race feel as if they had seen a God or a demon. 

They all knelt down. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The blade light shook the entire flying feather Mountain. At this time, a shocking explosion was heard. 

Above the flying feather Mountain, powerful netherworld energy swept through the world and turned 

into a hurricane, directly attacking ye chen. 

"Who dares to be so impudent in the flying feather race?" 

With a furious roar, a majestic figure stood in front of the crowd. It was the fifth elder of the flying 

feather race's Elder Council. 

Ye chen felt this powerful netherworld energy. It was like a dragon's claw that was about to grab his 

body in an instant. The ancient God's might in his body burst out, and the vigorous power shook the 

surroundings. The netherworld energy released by the fifth elder was instantly turned into dust. 

"Ah?" 

After landing, the fifth elder was shocked. He was a peak true immortal. The attack just now was enough 

to kill a high-tier bodiless celestial in seconds. However, ye chen, who was only a beginner bodiless 

celestial, was fine. This was inexplicable. 

"You arrogant son, you deserve to die!" 

At the same time, another person appeared on the mountain peak. This person was not a member of 

the flying feather race. His entire body was covered in a layer of ancient bronze metal, even his face was 

the same. It could be said that he had a copper head and iron arms. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The punch resonated with heaven and earth. 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. He knew that this person was an expert. With one palm facing the sky, he 

caused a drastic change in the wind and clouds, and lightning to collapse the sky. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

In a flash, the palm print soared into the sky and headed straight for the man's powerful fist. 



The two sides clashed in mid-air, causing the ground to shake and the air to explode. Countless experts 

were terrified. 

The person ye chen was facing was the herculean man of the fire bronze clan, a thousand miles 

Northwest of the flying feather clan. This person's strength was comparable to an abstruse immortal. Ye 

chen was not at a disadvantage in this palm! 

"Mm ..." 

After the man landed, he looked at ye chen coldly. He was equally shocked. He could sense ye Chen's 

cultivation base. There was no doubt that ye chen was an itinerant immortal. However, how could he 

resist his attack just now? 

What was this person doing here? 

"Heavenly worker cast copper, are you alright?" The fifth elder asked. 

"Hahaha, how could I be in trouble? This kid is quite interesting. " 

Heavenly worker Tong Zhu smiled at ye chen, trying to ease the awkwardness. After all, he was 

determined to kill ye chen with this attack but ye chen did not seem to care at all. This was not the 

situation he wanted to see. 

He looked at the people around him. Everyone was still in a state of shock. Heavenly worker Tong Zhu 

was one of the three great War gods of the fiery copper race. Not only was his divine power shocking, 

but his casting skills were also exquisite. He had already become famous when he came to the flying 

feather race. Seeing that ye ran could actually fight against him, this was extremely terrifying! 

"Do you know of the nether God Hall?" Ye chen asked. 

"The nether God Hall?" 

At this point, the fifth elder and heavenly worker Tong Zhu's expressions turned grim. They looked at ye 

chen at the same time as if they wanted to know more about him. After all, it had been a long time since 

they had heard any news from the nether God Hall. 

"Who are you, and why do you want to go to the nether God Hall?" Heavenly worker cast copper asked. 

"I'm ye chen of the human race. Do you know about the immortal spirit realm and the magic martial 

realm?" 

"Immortal spirit world? The magic martial arts world?" 

Just hearing that ye chen wanted to go to the temple of the underworld was enough to shock them. 

Now that these two states had appeared, the two of them were even more surprised. 

They re-examined ye chen. This person was able to name the two major realms, so he was obviously not 

an ordinary person. 

"Fifth elder, brother tongzhu, let this young man in!" 



At this moment, a deep voice reverberated through the void from the depths of the flying feather 

Mountain. 

When they heard this, the two of them understood the severity of the matter. They gestured for ye chen 

to follow them to Emperor Yu's Palace. 

Ye chen followed the two of them up a long path to the sky. He looked around and found that there 

were mountains below. There were various metal devices between the mountains that communicated 

with each other. It could be said that they were closely connected. 

He then looked at heavenly worker copper casting and suspected that this was the work of this person. 

After walking for about a quarter of an hour, ye chen did not know how far he had traveled. Every time 

he moved forward, it was as if he had entered an illusory space. This was probably a formation 

deliberately designed by the other party to prevent people from knowing the location of Emperor Yu's 

Palace. 

However, these were all within ye Chen's consideration. He wanted to see what kind of person this 

Emperor Yu was. 

Finally, the three of them walked up Mount Pingdeng, which was the entrance to the feather Emperor 

Palace. 

In front of Mount Pingdeng, there was a huge palace gate. 

Above the palace gate were the words "feather Emperor Palace". It was here. 

"Please!" 

The fifth elder said. 

"Please!" 

Ye chen walked forward. Waves of oppressive force swept over. Emperor Yu's Palace was obviously an 

extremely high place. Its height might be far beyond ye Chen's imagination. 

He looked around and found that the environment was changing rapidly, as if this place and the outside 

world were two different worlds. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this moment, the door of Emperor Yu's Palace slowly opened. A powerful suppressive force swept 

across ye Chen's body mercilessly. 

"Hahaha!" 

The two men behind him sneered as if they thought that ye chen could not withstand the pressure in 

front of him and would ask them for help. 

"Kid, please ask us for help. Without us to reduce the pressure on you, you won't be able to move a 

single step in the nine Heavens." 

Tong Zhu said. 



"That's right, young hero. You're only an individual immortal. It's already an amazing talent for you to be 

able to walk to the ninth heaven. It's not embarrassing to ask us for help." The fifth elder said. 

Ye chen did not respond to the two's voices. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, ye Chen's entire body erupted with netherworld energy. The Demon's Eye flashed with a 

strange light and illuminated a passage in front of him. 

Da, da, da!" 

Step by step, he stepped into the passage in front of him. He completely ignored the might of Emperor 

Yu and walked directly toward the hall. 

"What?" 

The two people behind him were extremely shocked. Even for them, they would have to take a huge risk 

to enter the feather Emperor Palace. They would even have to be physically and mentally exhausted to 

do so. However, the person in front of them, with his domineering attitude and domineering attitude, 

was not affected at all! 

Chapter 2118 2123-Probing And Cooperation! 

Ye Chen's world-shaking action shocked heavenly worker Tong Zhu and the fifth elder. Inside Emperor 

Yu's Palace, a bright light shone and the door opened as if welcoming ye Chen's arrival. 

Inside the Imperial Palace, ye chen looked forward. At the end of his vision, countless white feathers 

scattered and shone in all directions like an illusion. Between these white feathers, a man sat alone. 

Her face was as clear as white jade, and she wore a Jade Phoenix crown and an ice feather robe. Her 

entire body emitted an invisible aura, as if she was a fairy descending to the mortal world. She was the 

Empress of the flying feather race! 

"You're the Prince Consort ye chen who has been running amuck in the beast Realm?" 

The first sentence showed that Emperor Yu had already grasped ye Chen's information. 

"That's me!" 

Ye chen stepped forward to reply. However, he saw Emperor Yu's cold and expressionless face. He did 

not care about ye Chen's shocking actions in the hall at all. 

After entering the feather Emperor Palace, they had lost contact with the outside world. The fifth elder 

and heavenly worker Tong Zhu, who were in the outside world, did not know what was happening 

inside. They could only wait. 

"What are you doing here in my flying feather race?" 

"I want to go to the hall of the underworld. I wonder if Emperor Yu can point out a clear path? The path 

in front of us has been disrupted by the formation of the flying feather race, so we can't determine our 
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direction at all. Are you telling me that the flying feather race is here to protect the temple of the 

underworld from being discovered?" 

"What?" 

Emperor Yu's brows furrowed and his expression turned frosty. Ye Chen's words and actions were 

completely consistent with the information he had received. 

"How interesting. It seems like I was right. Then, was the news of your flying feather race being expelled 

fake?" 

"Knowing too much won't do you any good!" 

"Unfortunately, I have a stubborn temper. I just like to be clear about everything. How about it?" 

"Kill!" 

"You!" Emperor Yu was furious, and he swept his finger force across. Countless flying feathers came like 

raindrops, and their speed was so fast that it was like heaven and earth compared to the flying feather 

race members he had encountered earlier. They were on completely different levels. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

At that moment, ye chen, a two-star ancient God, unleashed his might. The black-gold glaze quickly 

covered his body. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Countless flying feathers hit ye Chen's body and fell to the ground before disappearing. These flying 

feathers were formed by the condensation of frost Qi. 

"Emperor Yu, I have no intention of arguing with you. The underworld is a subordinate plane of the 

underworld divine realm. Now that the immortal spirit realm and the magic martial realm have sent 

their experts to invade, you guys actually don't care at all?" 

In the face of Emperor Yu's attack, ye chen did not lose his mind. Instead, he stated the purpose of this 

trip because his intuition told him that it was not a coincidence that the flying feather race stayed here. 

They had not betrayed the god of the underworld either. 

"Mm ..." 

Emperor Yu looked at ye chen coldly. There were emotions between her brows as if she was considering 

ye Chen's words. After all, ye chen was also a talent. If she could make use of him, she believed that it 

would be beneficial to the flying feather clan. 

"Hmph, ye chen, I still can't trust you. However, I can tell you the current situation of the nether God 

Hall. " 

"What's the situation?" 

"The underworld God Hall has been taken over by the evil spirits!" 

"Impossible! How could the god of the underworld be harmed by evil spirits?" 



"Hahaha, I've already told you the truth. As for what you want to do, it's up to you." 

Upon hearing this, ye Chen's brows furrowed. Anger welled up in his heart. What was this person talking 

about? how had the underworld God Hall been captured? There were many illusory instincts in these 

words that told ye chen that there must be some truth to it. 

"Hmph, enough with the nonsense. Tell me the way to the nether God Hall immediately." 

"How bold. I'll tell you that I'll send a group to follow you to the nether God Hall. What do you think?" 

"No problem!" 

Ye chen already had an idea in his heart. However, there must have been some changes in the temple of 

the underworld. Otherwise, Emperor Yu would not have said so. 

In the end, ye chen and Emperor Yu reached an agreement. He would take a team of powerhouses from 

the flying feather clan to the underworld God Hall. 

The next day, Emperor Yu personally selected a strong fighter for ye chen and then left with him. 

Many of the flying feather clan's powerhouses did not understand what charm ye chen had that made 

Emperor Yu personally choose a powerful follower for him. This was not in line with the ancient 

teachings of the flying feather clan. 

"Ha, this kid is really amazing. Let's see if he can find something." Heavenly worker tongzhu said as he 

watched ye chen leave. 

"Tong Zhu, I think this person will definitely bring us good news." 

The fifth elder said. 

"Let's see how it turns out, then. Perhaps this trip to the hall of the underworld will be a dead end!" 

"Believe in Emperor Yu!" 

The two of them nodded at each other and returned to the flying feather tribe. 

Ye chen led the winged ones and sat on the winged ones 'unique birds, flying toward the nether God 

Hall. 

Along the way, ye chen observed and recorded all the terrain structure according to the coordinates 

given by the flying feather powerhouses. 

The further ye chen flew toward the temple of the underworld, the more he felt that the landscape had 

changed greatly. This was definitely not natural but man-made. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, the aura of this dark power is getting heavier!" 

An expert stepped forward and said. 

"I know," 



Ye chen replied coldly. He had long sensed that the dark energy in this environment was rising rapidly. 

This was in line with what Emperor Yu had said about the capture of the underworld God Hall. However, 

ye chen would not give up easily. He wanted to see the truth. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

At the same time, in the distant black mist, a shadow followed. 

"There's actually a conspirator!" 

,m Ye Chen's Demon's Eye was extremely sharp. Naturally, he could sense the movements in the black 

mist. Moreover, judging from their movements, they were evil spirits. 

It was none other than demon-warding King's subordinate, Gou Gou Xiang, who was in the black mist. 

"These people are actually heading towards the nether God Hall!" 

He locked onto the whereabouts of ye chen and the others and determined the direction they were 

heading in. 

On this underworld continent, the ground was covered with dark energy, and their speed was more than 

ten times faster than normal. 

He pointed at the air, and suddenly, a stream of dark power quickly buried into the ground and passed 

to his companions. 

At the peak of a mountain, the corpse-devouring ghost, the bone-slicing ghost, and the ugly smile were 

all present. 

"We've found ye Chen's whereabouts and are executing the assassination plan immediately!" 

"Yes!" 

Under the command of the ghoul, everyone rushed toward the target location. 

Ye chen brought the flying feather clan's powerhouses to the nether prison forest outside the nether 

God World. The dark energy here was even denser, making even the flying feather clan feel 

uncomfortable. Ye chen had long adapted to the dark energy and had even cultivated some low-level 

divine abilities. With the black gold glazed ancient God Body, these naturally could not affect him. 

"Don't move!" 

Ye chen released a portion of his ancient God Power and covered everyone. The effect of the dark 

energy on them was instantly reduced. 

"It's really magical. As expected of the person who can meet Emperor Yu!" 

The experts all bowed and thanked him. 

Ye chen, on the other hand, looked toward the depths of the forest! 

Chapter 2119 The Evil Source Of The Forest! 
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In the depths of the forest, ye chen sensed a powerful energy. It was similar to dark energy but 

different. This phenomenon was extremely unusual and made ye chen recall what Emperor Yu had said. 

In a black mist outside the forest, the corpse-devouring ghost was bending its head, laughing in an ugly 

manner, and cutting off its bones. 

"Ye chen and the others have entered the range of the evil source!" 

"What?" 

The corpse Devourer ghost revealed a heavy expression, thinking that he had heard the words "evil 

source". It seemed that the evil source was very high, and he had to be afraid of it. 

"What about our mission?" 

The others asked. 

"Hmph, this is a mission from the demon-warding King. We have to carry it out, no matter where he is." 

"Yes!" 

Everyone agreed and waited for the ghoul's instructions. 

At this moment, in the nether prison forest, ye chen and the powerhouses of the flying feather clan 

were resting. 

"Ye chen, this forest is so strange. Are we really going to leave from here?" one of the powerhouses 

asked. 

"I've already investigated. This is the only way to go to the hall of the underworld. There's no 

information in other places. Places like the desolate lands of the universe are even more dangerous. 

There's no way at all. It's possible that you'll fall into the chaos of the void and be unable to extricate 

yourself. " 

"That's too exaggerated. Let's go from here then!" 

The powerhouses did not expect the situation in the underworld God temple to be so complicated. They 

could only follow ye Chen's orders. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

At this moment, the sound of an aura could be heard. It was as if something was breathing. This strange 

situation made the experts of the flying feather race cautious. They surrounded the area and released 

their eagle eyes to observe the situation. 

The Eagle Eye was a special physical ability of the flying feather race. After every cultivator of the flying 

feather race completed the sacrificial ceremony, they would be blessed by the feather Emperor. Then, 

the great elder would bless them and open the Eagle Eye. 

The Eagle's eyes were much sharper than ordinary eyes. Even in the dark of the night, they could see the 

situation hundreds of miles away. 



They looked at the source of the aura, but they failed this time. They didn't see anything. They only saw 

a ball of chaos Qi. No one knew what was hidden in it. 

"Ye chen, we didn't see anything," 

One of the powerhouses said to ye chen. 

"That's for sure, because it released a special and tiny energy mass that made your Eagle Eye ineffective. 

" 

"It? Who is it?" 

"It could be some kind of monster or a mysterious person. It seems that we have to explore it 

ourselves." 

"This ..." 

Everyone revealed a look of horror. After all, they had not been to the nether prison forest for a long 

time. The environment here was completely different from before, and they could only feel the horror 

of gloominess and blood. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

In the surrounding air, the breathing became heavier and more rapid, making everyone feel very uneasy. 

This breathing seemed to contain something that could make people nervous. Ye chen caught a ball of 

energy and analyzed it with the Demon's Eye. He found that there was a strange energy in it. This energy 

was similar to dark energy but it was not ordinary dark energy. Instead, it was some kind of dark energy 

mixed with Origin Energy. 

Ye chen absorbed these tiny balls of evil energy into the ancient God Space and sealed them for 

research. 

The space around them began to become sticky and heavy. Many of the flying feather race felt that they 

couldn't even move. This wasn't a good sign. They felt like they had become prey. 

"Ye chen, there's a Jaeger here!" 

An experienced expert of the flying feather race said. 

"Maybe!" 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed as he looked in one direction. Over there, he saw what was hidden behind the 

chaos Qi. 

"Spirit-snatching life-extinguishing finger!" 

In one exchange, ye chen had used his killer move without mercy! 

"Whoosh!" 

An extremely dense wave of mana shot up into the sky before plummeting rapidly. This wasn't to show 

off, but to avoid the viscous air in the space. 



"Boom boom boom!" 

The finger force caused a burst of shocking explosion! 

"What's happening?“ 

The experts of the flying feather race still didn't know what had happened. They all looked at the place 

where the explosion occurred. They saw flames soaring into the sky, but very quickly, the flames 

disappeared in an instant. It was as if they were absorbed by something strange. The speed of 

absorption was extremely fast. It could be said to be in the blink of an eye. 

Such a phenomenon was terrifying! 

Ye chen knew that the demonic energy he had released had been consumed by the hidden thing. It 

seemed that this thing had taken root in this forest for a long time. In that case, it was possible that the 

ground they were standing on belonged to this thing. 

"Fly!" 

"What?" 

The powerhouses were a little confused. They saw that ye chen had already flown into the air. The 

powerhouses followed suit, but their feet seemed to be fixed on the ground. They could not get up at 

all. 

"Get up, don't hesitate!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. 

The experts of the flying feather race had no choice but to use all their strength to ascend. It was not 

easy for them to fly. 

Just as they left the ground,"BOOM!" With a loud bang, the ground instantly cracked, and countless 

tentacles stretched out from it. They were like poisonous pythons, crazily trying to devour them. 

"Ah?" 

At this moment, everyone finally understood ye Chen's power. As a member of the flying feather clan, 

they had a strong sense of danger, far more sensitive than other clans. However, ye chen, as a human, 

was even more sensitive than them. This was too much. 

"What, What is this?" 

Someone asked in horror. 

"This is what I was talking about." Ye chen said. 

"Damn it, kill him!" 

Many powerhouses of the flying feather race released their flying feather blades one after another, 

frantically slashing at the tentacles below. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 



However, when these sharp blades struck the tentacle, they looked soft, but they were actually as hard 

as iron and stone. Such a shocking scene made the experts of the flying feather race even more 

frightened. 

The power they released seemed simple, but it contained powerful penetrating and cutting laws. Even a 

true immortal would be seriously injured by such an attack. However, the monster in front of them was 

not hurt at all, which made them panic. 

"Leave!" 

"Yes!" 

No one had their own opinions at the moment. They could only trust ye chen. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Fortunately, the flying feather race was a race that was adept at flying. Otherwise, they would have 

been affected by the stagnant aura in the air and would have been extraordinarily slow. 

Seeing that ye Chen's speed was not affected by the stagnant energy at all, the powerhouses of the 

flying feather clan were all amazed. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The ground cracked open, and the space trembled. The monster seemed to be furious that its attack had 

failed. Tentacles shot up from the ground and began to merge together, becoming an even more 

powerful demon-like existence. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The demon Claw continued to rush out of the ground, crazily attacking everyone. 

"Ah!" 

"Crack!" 

With a scream, an expert's legs were caught by the demonic claws and crushed! 

Chapter 2120 One Sword Moves Across Nineteen Prefectures! 

The terrifying scene caused the experts of the flying feather race to panic. They all released their 

feathers in an attempt to cut off the tentacles. However, their feathers were completely useless against 

the powerful fusion tentacles. It was as if they had hit an iron plate, and the feather blades fell to the 

ground. 

"What is this monster? He's so difficult to deal with!" 

Everyone looked at ye chen, hoping to get an answer. At this moment, ye chen was staring coldly at the 

monster. What he saw was the evil source of evil. 

The entire forest was the territory of this source of evil. This source of evil contained a super strong dark 

energy. This strange dark energy made it difficult for ye chen to approach it. If he wanted to absorb it, 

he would suffer a great rejection. 
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"Roar!" 

At this moment, the evil source let out a furious roar. Suddenly, more fused tentacles appeared one 

after another and attacked everyone, as if they wanted to destroy all the experts. 

"Immortal flying knife!" 

"Yes, master!" 

The immortal flying knife flew out, and its blade light and sword shadow flew endlessly, crazily sweeping 

the surrounding fusion tentacles. 

The immortal slaying Flying Daggers absorbed a lot of qi and blood, and their strength soared. However, 

when they slashed at these tentacles, they only created wounds and couldn't really cut them off. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The wounded tentacles were wrapped in dark energy, and in a few minutes, they had completely 

recovered. 

"This!" 

The crowd saw that even ye Chen's divine weapon could not hurt these tentacles. How could they do it? 

In such a situation, it was no longer just going to the hall of the underworld. Even walking out of this 

forest would be filled with difficulties. In the face of such a predicament, ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto 

the location of the evil source. The only way to break through was to find the true body of the evil 

source. 

At the same time, he also sensed that the evil source was not the only threat in this forest. The shadow 

he had sensed before was also slowly approaching. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The shadow kept jumping on the ancient tree, and the surrounding corpse Qi was spreading. 

"Disgusting corpse Qi!" 

"Ye chen, what did you just say?" 

When the crowd heard ye chen mention corpse Qi, they became even more nervous. 

At this moment, a dark shadow appeared above the ancient tree. The evil-warding King assassination 

team had arrived. 

"People of the flying feather race, get lost immediately!" 

The corpse Devourer ghost shouted to the flying feather race Warriors below. 

"Ah, this ..." 

The members of the flying feather race looked at each other. They didn't know what to do. After all, the 

immediate crisis was difficult to resolve. However, it was their duty to escort ye chen. This kind of 

conflict had forced them into a dilemma. 



"Wait for me at the other side of the forest!" 

"Ye chen, this ..." 

"No need to say anything!" 

"Yes!" 

The powerhouses knew that what they were doing was immoral, but the situation in front of them was 

not something they could deal with. They could only leave. 

Ye chen had asked them to leave only because he thought they were a hindrance. 

"Who are you?" 

"Hehehe, ye chen, you've killed so many of my evil spirit powerhouses. Don't you know my name?" 

"I don't have any thoughts about the title of a dead man!" 

"What did you just say?" 

When the corpse Devourer ghost heard this, it was instantly enraged. 

The same was true for beheading, cutting bones, and ugly laughter. They were the generals under the 

evil-warding King, and they would only die if they went against them. However, how could they tolerate 

the enemy looking down on them? 

"Hmph, you'll have to pay for the death of the demonic Falcon!" 

"Demon Falcon, hahaha, that idiot has no right to mention it before me!" 

"Kill!" 

The corpse Devourer ghost gave the order to kill. He cut off the bones, hooked the head, and laughed at 

the same time. It was obvious that they wanted to end the battle as soon as possible! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

At this moment, the tentacles under the ground were even more restless. Ye chen realized that the evil 

general before him might not be of the same origin as this evil source. They might not cooperate with 

each other. They might even compete with each other or even kill each other. This was an opportunity 

ye chen could take advantage of. 

"Beheading style!" 

The hook Head appeared, the two scythes in his hands flew, and the evil power appeared. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The two Sickles danced like a Gale. Every move was a sure-kill decapitation. However, within this net, ye 

Chen's Nine Heavens Yu steps occupied the seven-star position. He could move freely without any 

restrictions. 

"Cutting bone bloodthirsty, kill!" 



Seeing that Gou TOU's attack had failed, cut bone followed up with an attack. As he waved the bone 

Cleaver in his hand, waves of blade glints turned into a Gale that swept over. 

"Night Demon Armor!" 

With a single call, the night Demon Armor appeared. His entire body was covered in black and gold 

glass. The night Demon Armor could already fuse with ye Chen's two-star ancient God bloodline to form 

a black and gold armor that was as solid as metal! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The saber radiance and astral wind attacked the battle armor, but the saber radiance was shattered one 

after another, having no effect. 

"Die for this general!" 

Chou Xiao flew out, and the mask on his face constantly changed into various clown forms. These clowns 

all revealed strange smiles that could shock people's minds. This was one of Chou Xiao's ways of killing 

his enemies. He used these clown masks to create mental panic, and then took advantage of the other 

party's mental defense to kill them. 

However, ye chen cultivated the ancient God mental cultivation method and combined it with his own 

martial will. No matter how many times Chou Xiao had changed his clown mask, ye chen was met with a 

cold expression. The situation instantly fell into a stalemate. 

"How hateful!" 

Ugly smile helplessly unsheathed the daggers in his hands and threw them all at ye chen. 

These daggers were controlled by the clown masks. In an instant, dozens of clown masks appeared in 

the sky, and dozens of life-taking daggers attacked at the same time. 

"You still don't understand?" 

At this moment, ye Chen's eyes turned cold. The night Demon Armor released a black light and the 

surrounding space fell into the control of the black light, forming a Black Gold domain. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The dagger charged into the black-gold domain and instantly stopped in mid-air! 

"What?" 

When the members of the assassin group saw this scene, they were all shocked. These daggers 

contained the Super strong spiritual power of the clown mask. How could they automatically freeze in 

the air? 

No one knew what was going on, but the ghoul could not sit still. 

"Let's attack together!" 



He gave the order to kill the group. Corpse-devouring ghost, ugly smile, scrape bone, and Hook Head-the 

four great slaughter generals released their great divine arts at the same time, wanting to kill the enemy 

in front of them. 

"Swish!" 

At this moment, there was the sound of an unsheathing. The celestial Thearch sword had descended in 

front of ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The sword light flickered and dazzled! 

"One sword moves through nineteen prefectures, killing without leaving any traces for a thousand 

miles!" 

Ye Chen's divine will controlled the sword. It was caused by the Divine Will and the sword's edge! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Countless streams of light and sword Qi appeared on the blade. In the blink of an eye, the sword Qi 

whizzed past. Everything on the battlefield became so quiet, as if everything had come to a standstill 

and stopped its trajectory of operation. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

After that, a deafening sound rang out behind him. Countless mountains and ancient trees collapsed in 

an instant and were annihilated. 

Wherever the sword Qi passed by, light would flash like an illusion. Within it, the four slaughter generals 

stood like statues with frozen expressions! 

 


